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Following the tragic and sudden death of Whitney Houston on 11th February author James Robert

Parish takes a look at the amazing career of the superstar and the events that lead to a life of drug

and alcohol abuse. Whitney Houston burst onto the international music scene in 1985 with her

dÃƒÂ©but album which won a Grammy Award for the single "Saving All My Love For You". In this

comprehensive biography, James Robert Parish reflects on the extraordinary journey that has taken

the controversial personality from a problematic childhood in a broken New Jersey home, to

becoming the talented protÃƒÂ©gÃƒÂ©e of powerful Arista producer Clive Davis, to the height of

her diva days mired with peculiar behaviour and drug abuse. Parish explains how the shy, pretty

young girl from a devoutly religious background turned into the subject of lurid tabloid gossip, much

of it concerning her turbulent relationship with Bobby Brown. News of Whitney Houston s death has

shocked not only fans across the world but also those within the industry.
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Once again Mr. Parish brings the subject into focus as only he can do. As a certified Whitney

lover,he did not disappoint me.He gives the reader snippets that only he takes the time to ferret out.

I learned a few things that I DID NOT KNOW, also I never know if he likes or hates his subject, he is

fair but does not hide the warts. This was a fast read, and so engrossing I had a hard time NOT

reading cover to cover(good things need to be savored)!! I highly recommend this book.



This is a detailed account of whitney's life, and provides info that i didn't know about, esp her early

years, relationship with her mother, and the Drinkards - Cissy's family. It also goes into the making

of her albums. It doesn't just talk about the bodyguard, it also has info on waiting to exhale and the

preachers wife. You get a sense of who she was, the good and the bad. it's a serious and well done

book, it doesn't read like he got his info from the tabloids, he actually went out and did the research

himself. i enjoyed reading this very much, and recommend it.

I really loved this book because it let me see the real Whitney and just not the Whitney we see on

stage. She loved God so much but the world wanted to change Whitney into who they wanted her to

be and she was not happy. Her life was her child, and in this book it shows where she never grew

up from the child within her. The book show her heart which was big and genereous, she had no

fear in help rising and and upcoming young singers like herself. She was not selfish with her money

or her guidness. After reading this book I still see Whiney as a little girl that never had a chance to

grow up and find herself as a person. I lived through other people that depended on her for their

very survival and she felt obligated to them. She did a lot of charity work behind the secene and

helped in ways that was much needed. After reading this book I loved Whitney even more than I did

when she was living. Her legancy will never die. She will always be remembered

I have read several books most are very close in information not a lot of new information. Whitney

was very gifted and just wanted real love. In this book and the others I have read I get a little more

that I didnt know but all comes back to I wish she knew how much she is missed now.

Of several I've read on Whitney Houston, this biography is the most thoroughly researched and

well-written and the photos selected for inclusion adequately depict the various stages of her life

and career. Great book!

A very easy read. Not a lot of new information not previously reported. An interesting early history

lesson of Whitney's parents and Dionne Warwick, and how they influenced her career. A life cut way

too short by drug addiction...a pattern all too familiar.

A lot of things mentioned in the book, where already in the news and tabloid. I didn't know about her

family much prior to her fame, so for that it was helpful to me.



Do not waste your money! Worst "book" I ever read! No insider knowledge, no gathering of

interviews or evidence, just a rehash of headlines & no investigative journalism whatsoever! Do not

buy this book, you will be thoroughly disappointed! This author is not a journalist or anything close to

being a writer!!
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